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Abstract
Background The association between Apolipoprotein A5 (APOA5) genetic polymorphisms and susceptibility to 
metabolic syndrome (MetS) has been established by many studies, but there have been conflicting results from the 
literature. We performed a meta-analysis of observational studies to evaluate the association between APOA5 gene 
polymorphisms and the prevalence of MetS.

Methods PubMed, Web of Science, Embase, and Scopus were searched up to April 2024. The random effects model 
was used to estimate the odds ratios (ORs) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) of the association between APOA5 gene 
polymorphisms and the prevalence of MetS development. The potential sources of heterogeneity were evaluated by 
subgroup analyses and sensitivity analyses.

Results A total of 30 studies with 54,986 subjects (25,341 MetS cases and 29,645 healthy controls) were included. 
The presence of rs662799 and rs651821 polymorphisms is associated with an approximately 1.5-fold higher likelihood 
of MetS prevalence (OR = 1.42, 95% CI: 1.32, 1.53, p < 0.001; I2 = 67.1%; P-heterogeneity < 0.001; and OR = 1.50, 95% CI: 
1.36–1.65, p < 0.001), respectively. MetS is also more prevalent in individuals with the genetic variants rs3135506 and 
rs2075291. There was no evidence of a connection with rs126317.

Conclusion The present findings suggest that polymorphisms located in the promoter and coding regions of the 
APOA5 gene are associated with an increased prevalence of MetS in the adult population. Identifying individuals 
with these genetic variations could lead to early disease detection and the implementation of preventive strategies 
to reduce the risk of MetS and its related health issues. However, because the sample size was small and there was 
evidence of significant heterogeneity for some APOA5 gene polymorphisms, these results need to be confirmed by 
more large-scale and well-designed studies.
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Background
Metabolic syndrome (MetS) is a group of risk factors 
for cardiovascular disease, which include dyslipidemia, 
hypertension, hyperglycemia, and obesity, particularly 
central adiposity [1]. According to existing estimates, 
MetS is prevalent in approximately 31% of the world’s 
population [2]. MetS is associated with a 4-fold increase 
in coronary artery disease events [3] and a 1.2-fold 
increase in overall mortality [4]. Additionally, the preva-
lence of some cancers [5–8] higher in people with MetS 
compared to the general population. Given the high 
prevalence of MetS and its health effects, it is critical to 
understand the factors that influence its development.

In addition to the influence of environmental factors 
such as diet and exercise, inherited genetic variation is 
also a significant component in MetS development [9]. 
Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), the most com-
mon type of genetic variation, are likely to increase the 
risk of MetS.

The position of SNPs can determine how they affect 
the structure and quantity of gene products, which could 
explain the difference in susceptibility to various diseases 
[10]. Some SNPs located in a coding area or promoter 
region could explain the difference in susceptibility to 
various diseases [11]. Genome-wide association studies 
(GWAS) have identified several candidate genes, includ-
ing apolipoprotein A5 (APOA5), which may influence 
susceptibility to metabolic syndrome (MetS) and its com-
ponents [12–14].

The APOA5 locus is on chromosome 11q23 and has 
4 exons that code for APOA5. It is next to the APOA1/
APOC3/APOA4 gene cluster. APOA5, a 366 amino acid 
protein identified in triglyceride (TG)-rich lipoproteins 
and high density lipoprotein (HDL) particles [15–18], is 
a potent regulator of plasma TG and HDL-C levels [19].

Several SNPs in APOA5 have been reported to have 
significant effects on MetS components. The most com-
monly reported polymorphisms to be associated with 
TG levels, plasma HDL levels, and other MetS traits are 
− 1131T > C, c56C > G, and c553G > T [19–22].

So far, three meta-analyses have been published on the 
relationship between APOA5 polymorphisms and MetS 
[23–25]. In the past decade, there were two meta-anal-
ysis published [23, 24], but then 16 new studies related 
to the topic were published [15, 19, 21, 22, 25–36]. The 
other meta-analysis [25] has only focused on the North 
African population. Furthermore, in these meta-analyses, 
only two common polymorphisms, including − 1131T > C 
and c56C > G, have been examined [23–25]. While recent 
studies evaluated the association of emerging polymor-
phisms, such as c553G > T, -3  A > G, -12238T > C, and 
c1259T > C with MetS [19, 21, 22, 26, 35]. Hence, the 
results of these studies are not conclusive and should be 
interpreted with caution. Considering the limitations of 

previous meta-analyses and the importance of scientific 
updates in this field, the present study was conducted 
to investigate the relationship between different APOA5 
variants and MetS in the adult population through a 
systematic review and meta-analysis of observational 
studies.

Methods
Our systematic review and meta-analysis were per-
formed according to the Preferred Reporting Items 
for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) 
[37]. We have registered the protocol of this systematic 
review on the PROSPERO website (registration number: 
CRD42023461249).

Search strategy
The electronic databases PubMed, Web of Science, 
Embase, and Scopus were searched before April 15, 2024, 
to find studies that looked into the link between APOA5 
gene polymorphisms and MetS risk in adults. Also, we 
have not considered any restrictions on the language or 
publication date. The references from the selected eli-
gible articles and previous meta-analyses were screened 
for other relevant articles. The complete strategy, from 
searching in the databases to selecting eligible studies, is 
shown in Supplementary Table S1.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria
Studies were included if they met all of the following 
criteria: (1) all published observational studies (cross-
sectional, cohort, case-control, and baseline of controlled 
clinical trials) that were done on adults; (2) showed a 
link between at least one APOA5 polymorphism and 
the prevalence of metabolic syndrome; (3) gave either 
the odds ratio (OR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) or 
enough information to calculate OR and CI; and (4) used 
a validated definition to make the MetS diagnosis.

If studies were conducted on the same population, the 
study with a larger sample size was selected. Studies were 
excluded if they were performed among pregnant or lac-
tating women, or if they lacked sufficient data to deter-
mine allele or genotype frequencies for APOA5. Two 
authors (SM and SMEM) screened the title, abstract, and 
full text of all retrieved references based on inclusion and 
exclusion criteria.

Data extraction
The following data were extracted by two authors (SM, 
SMEM) and then cross-checked by a second author (SS): 
the first author, year of publication, country, age, gender, 
number of total participants and number of participants 
with MetS, the definition of MetS, genotyping method, 
the presence of HWE and APOA5 variants, and con-
founding factors.
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Risk of bias assessment
The quality of each study was assessed using the Newcas-
tle-Ottawa (NOS) scale with a maximum score of 9 [38]. 
According to the scale, studies were classified into three 
levels: high quality (7–9 points), medium (4–6 points), 
and low quality (1–3 points).

Statistical analysis
The ORs and their 95% CIs of the prevalence of meta-
bolic syndrome among polymorphisms of the apolipo-
protein APOA5 gene were extracted from each study. 
The natural logarithm scale of OR and its CI as the effect 
size were included in the meta-analysis under two pos-
sible genetic models: the dominant model and the reces-
sive model. For studies that did not provide sufficient 
data for meta-analysis, we calculated the ORs and 95% 
CIs as the odds of having metabolic syndrome in the vari-
ant allele-positive genotypes versus wild-type homozy-
gous genotype (aa + Aa vs. AA) in the dominant model 
and metabolic syndrome in the variant homozygous gen-
otype vs. the rest (aa vs. AA + Aa) in the recessive model 
with approaches that suggested in previous studies [39, 
40]. The effect size was pooled by the DerSimonian and 
Laird method [41] using the random effects model, which 
assumes within-study sampling errors and between-
study variances. Statistical heterogeneity between stud-
ies was evaluated using Cochran’s Q test and I-squared 
(I2) [42]. The heterogeneity was regarded as low, mod-
erate, and high when the I2 values were 25%, 50%, and 
exceeded 75%, respectively [43]. To explore the poten-
tial sources of heterogeneity, subgroup analyses were 
conducted, stratified by geographic location, sex, study 
quality, sample size, MetS definition, and adjustment for 
potential confounding factors (including age, BMI, and 
smoking). Subgroup analysis was performed only for the 
dominant models. The deviation from HWE for each 
study was assessed for the control group using the chi-
squared test. The sensitivity analyses were conducted by 
excluding studies from the meta-analysis one by one to 
test the robustness of each association. Possible publica-
tion bias was assessed using Egger’s test [44] and Begg’s 
test [45], with the results considered to indicate publica-
tion bias at P < 0.10. We also visually checked funnel plots 
for asymmetry. All statistical analyses were performed 
using STATA, version 17 (Stata Corp., College Station, 
TX). P values less than 0.05 were considered statistically 
significant.

Results
Literature search
Our initial search yielded 730 articles, of which 242 were 
duplicates and 416 were unrelated after screening the 
title or abstract. After evaluating 71 full-text articles, 39 
were excluded (reasons provided in Supplementary Table 

S2). The update search identified one additional eligible 
article, resulting in a final selection of 30 studies for the 
meta-analysis [11, 15, 19, 21, 22, 24–36, 46–57].

Six studies were also included for systematic review 
because the number of studies related to other APOA5 
polymorphisms was insufficient for meta-analyses [19, 
50, 58–60]. The study screening process is shown in 
Fig. 1.

Studies characteristics
The general characteristics of the included studies are 
shown in Table 1. Our meta-analysis contained a total of 
54,986 subjects, including 25,341 MetS cases and 29,645 
healthy controls. All studies have cross-sectional design. 
Most studies were from Asia (n = 17) [11, 15, 22, 24, 26, 
29–32, 34–36, 48, 49, 52, 55, 57] and Europe (n = 8) [27, 
33, 46, 47, 50, 51, 54, 56], while we found just one study 
that was conducted in the USA [53], and four studies 
that were from Africa [19, 21, 25, 28]. The age range of 
the participants was 18 to 79, and the majority of stud-
ies were performed among both sexes, while three 
studies included only women [31, 32, 51]. Twenty-two 
studies were consistent with Hardy-Weinberg equilib-
rium (HWE) [11, 21, 22, 24, 25, 27, 29, 30, 32–35, 46, 
48–51, 53–57]. However, in three studies, HWE was not 
in equilibrium [15, 36, 47], and in six studies, HWE was 
not reported [19, 24, 26, 28, 31, 52]. Seventeen studies 
used NCEP ATP III criteria [11, 22, 27, 28, 31–34, 46, 
47, 49–54, 56], ten studies used IDF criteria [15, 19, 21, 
24, 25, 29, 30, 35, 36, 48], and three studies used modi-
fied definition for identifying MetS [26, 55, 57]. Several 
techniques were used to identify the genotypes, such as 
the Polymerase Chain Reaction -Amplification Refrac-
tory Mutation System (PCR-RFLP) [15, 19, 22, 28, 31, 46, 
48–50, 54, 56], Real-Time PCR Taqman [27, 33, 34, 51, 
53], PCR and sequence-specific oligonucleotide probes 
(PCR-SSOP) [11, 30, 57], Mass Array [29, 52, 55], Matrix-
Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization (MALDI-TOF) 
[35, 47], Kaspar technology [21, 25], SNP Integration 
Tool (SNP-IT) assay [32], and bead-based microarray 
tech [24, 26, 36].

Quality assessment
The findings of the quality evaluation revealed that 23 of 
the included studies were of high quality [15, 19, 21, 22, 
24–27, 29, 30, 33–36, 46, 47, 49–53, 55, 57], while five 
were of moderate level [11, 28, 32, 48, 54]. The remaining 
studies were found to have low quality [31, 56] (Supple-
mentary Table S3).

Association between rs662799 (-1131 T > C) and MetS
The meta-analysis of the association between rs662799 
polymorphism and MetS (n = 24 studies, 19,019 MetS 
and 22,438 controls) revealed a significant relationship 
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between rs662799 polymorphism and the MetS preva-
lence in the dominant model (OR = 1.42, 95% CI: 1.32, 
1.53; I2 = 68.7%; P-heterogeneity < 0.001) (Fig.  2) and 
recessive models (OR = 1.80, 95% CI: 1.65, 1.96; I2 = 0%; 
P-heterogeneity = 0.65). (Table  2) [11, 15, 19, 22, 24, 25, 
27–36, 47, 49–51, 53–56]. There is a slightly more pro-
nounced increase in studies conducted in females and 
studies that used IDF criteria for MetS definition. Sub-
group analysis indicated that the relationship was found 
in Africa (OR = 3.92, 95% CI: 1.35, 11.39, P-heterogene-
ity = 0.002), Asia (OR = 1.56, 95% CI: 1.54, 1.57, P-het-
erogeneity = 0.74), and East Asia (OR = 1.44, 95% CI: 1.36, 
1.53, P-heterogeneity = 0.22). The findings of subgroup 
analyses are shown in Supplementary Table S4.

Association between rs3135506 (c56 C > G) and MetS
The pooled results of the 8 studies (3876 MetS and 5633 
controls) showed that rs3135506 is significantly related 
to increased MetS prevalence in the dominant model 
(OR = 1.37, 95% CI: 1.21, 1.55; I2 = 0%, P-heterogene-
ity = 0.74) (Fig.  3) and association was not significant in 
the recessive model (OR = 1.93, 95% CI: 0.97, 3.85; I2 = 0%; 
P-heterogeneity = 0.88) (Table 2) [19, 21, 46, 47, 50, 51, 53, 
54]. The results of subgroup analyses are shown in Sup-
plementary Table S5.

Association between rs651821 (− 3 A > G), rs2075291 (c 553 
G > T), rs126317 (-12,238 T > C) and MetS
The APOA5 polymorphism rs651821 was shown to be 
positively associated with MetS prevalence in both domi-
nant (OR = 1.50, 95% CI: 1.36, 1.65; I2 = 25.5%, P-heteroge-
neity = 0.25) (Fig. 4 (A)) and recessive models (OR = 1.82, 
95% CI: 1.56, 2.13; I2 = 0%, P-heterogeneity = 0.71) 
(Table 2) [21, 26, 35, 52, 57]. Additionally, the rs2075291 
polymorphism was found to be associated with MetS 
risk in the dominant model (OR = 1.43, 95% CI: 1.14, 
1.81; I2 = 40.8%, P-heterogeneity = 0.18) (Fig. 4(B)) [19, 35, 
57]. However, no significant relationship between MetS 
risk and polymorphisms rs126317 (dominant model 
OR = 1.08, 95% CI: 0.79, 1.47, I2 = 86.9, %, P-heterogene-
ity < 0.001) (Fig.  4(C)), and recessive model OR = 0.97, 
95% CI: 0.70, 1.34, I2 = 84.3, P-heterogeneity < 0.001) were 
observed (Table  2) [22, 46, 48]. Due to the low number 
of original studies included in the present meta-analysis 
for this polymorphism, we could not perform subgroup 
analysis to explore the sources of heterogeneity.

Publication bias and sensitivity analyses
The pooled ORs were not altered by omitting any sin-
gle study in the dominant model for rs662799 and 
rs3135506, indicating that our results were statistically 
robust. In addition, further analysis revealed that hetero-
geneity for rs662799 under dominant model remained 
constant even after excluding studies with a sample 
size of less than 100 (OR = 1.41, 95% CI: 1.31, 1.51, I² = 

Fig. 1 Flow diagram for the eligible study selection process
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Author, Year Country Sex/ Number MetS 
definition/ 
(number)

Age HWE (Yes, 
No and
NM)

Adjustment Measurement 
methods

Polymor-
phism

Ajjemami,2015 Morocco Both/ 281 IDF/ 176 20–60 NM Age, Sex, BMI PCR-RFLP -1131T > C
c56C > G
c553G > T
1259T > C

Alipour, 2023 Iran Both/ 4546 JIS/ 2343 36.50 NM - Bead Based 
Microarray Tech

-3 A > G

Dallongeville,2008 France Both/ 3138 ATP III/ 932 50.83 Yes - PCR-RFLP c56C > G
12238T > C

de Luis, 2021 Spain Both/ 1002 ATP III/ 468 23–62 Yes Age, Sex Real-Time PCR 
Taqman

-1131T > C

Fathy,2012 Egypt Both/ 90 ATP III/ 60 51.33 NM No PCR-RFLP -1131T > C
Fiaz,2019 Pakistan Both/ 705 IDF/ 350 41.3 Yes Age, Sex Mass Array -1131T > C
Grallert, 2007 Germany, 

Austria
Both/ 3004 ATP III/ 1031 40–74 No - MALDI-TOF-MS -1131T > C

c56C > G
He,2011 China (YAO 

and HAN)
Both/ 2510 IDF/ 1160 57.20 Yes No PCR-RFLP 12238T > C

Hechmi,2020 Tunis Both/ 592 IDF/ 294 54.47 Yes Age, Sex and BMI Kaspar 
Technology

-1131T > C

Hiramatsu,2012 Japan, Korea Both/ 5121 IDF/ 4019 61.80 Yes Age, Sex PCR-SSOP -1131T > C
Hsu,2008 Taiwan Both/ 615 ATP III/ 115 45.75 Yes Age, Sex, Smoking 

status, Regular 
Exercise, WHR

PCR-RFLP -1131T > C

Kefi,2017 Tunis Both/ 594 IDF/ 295 54.56 Yes Age, Sex and BMI. Kaspar 
Technology

c56C > G
-3 A > G

kim,2012 Korea Female/ 307 ATP III/ 103 62.48 NM Metabolic syn-
drome risk factors

PCR-RFLP -1131T > C

Kim,2016 Korea Both/1074 ATP III/ 415 49.08 Yes Age, Sex PCR-RFLP -1131T > C
12238T > C

Kisfali,2010 Hungary Both/ 627 ATP III/ 343 59.73 Yes - PCR-RFLP -1131T > C
c56C > G
1259T > C

Komurcu-Bayrak,2008 Turkey Female/ 804 ATP III/ 396 54.10 Yes - ReaL-Time 
PCR-Taqman

-1131T > C,
c56C > G

Lim, 2014 Korea Female/ 1128 ATP III/ 164 20–59 Yes - SNP-IT assay -1131T > C
Lim, 2016 Korea Both/ 324 ATP/ 70 20–81 NM Age, Sex SNP Array -3 A > G
Mattei,2009 USA Both/ 802 ATP III/ 534 57.80 Yes Age, Sex, Smoking 

status, Drink-
ing, Population 
admixture, 
Medication use

ReaL-Time 
PCR-Taqman

-1131T > C
c56C > G

Niculescu,2010 Romania Both/ 279 ATP III/ 188 47.84 Yes - PCR-RFLP -1131T > C
c56C > G

Novotny,2014 Czech 
Republic

Both/ 590 ATP III/ 146 50.88 Yes Age, Sex ReaL-Time 
PCR-Taqman

-1131T > C

Ong,2011 China 
(Hong Kong, 
Guangzhou)

Both/ 3282 Harmonised 
definition/ 
720

56.70 Yes Age, Sex, Smoking 
status, Drinking, 
Education

Mass Array -1131T > C

Song,2013 Korea Both/ 2901 ATP III/ 1004 47.76 Yes Age, Sex ReaL-Time 
PCR-Taqman

-1131T > C

Vasilopoulos,2011 Greece Both/ 90 ATP III/ 30 29.10 Yes - PCR-RFLP -1131T > C
Wu,2016 China Both/ 3850 IDF/ 1813 18–79 Yes Age, Sex MALDI-TOF-MS -1131T > C

-3 A > G
c553G > T

Xu,2013 China Both/ 1840 IDF/ 905 57.56 NM Age, Sex Bead Based 
Microarray Tech

-1131T > C

Table 1 Characteristics and expressing the number of people with Metabolic Syndrome and control group in the included studies
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Fig. 2 Prevalence of metabolic syndrome associated with rs662799. The black square and horizontal line represent the study-specific odds ratio (OR) and 
95% CI, respectively; the area of the black square is proportional to the specific-study weight to the overall meta-analysis. The center of the open diamond 
presents the pooled OR and its width represents the pooled 95% CI. Weights are from random-effects analysis

 

Author, Year Country Sex/ Number MetS 
definition/ 
(number)

Age HWE (Yes, 
No and
NM)

Adjustment Measurement 
methods

Polymor-
phism

Yamada,2007 Japan Both/ 2417 AHA/NHLBI/ 
1522

65.61 Yes Age, Sex, Smoking 
status

PCR_SSOP -3 A > G
c553G > T

Yamada,2007 Japan Both/ 1788 ATP III/ 1017 64.06 Yes Age, Sex, Smoking 
status

PCR-SSOP -1131T > C

Yeh,2020 Taiwan Both/ 10,285 IDF/ 4528 49.99 No Age, Sex Bead Based 
Microarray Tech

-1131T > C

Zafar,2019 Pakistan Both/ 400 IDF/ 200 46.86 No - PCR-RFLP -1131T > C

Table 1 (continued) 
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68.6%, P-heterogeneity < 0.001) [19, 28], a high sample 
size (OR = 1.41, 95% CI: 1.30, 1.53, I² = 69.9%, P-heteroge-
neity < 0.001) [36], obese people (OR = 1.43, 95% CI: 1.32, 
1.55, I² = 68.3%, P-heterogeneity < 0.001) [27, 36], and and 
those conducted exclusively in postmenopausal women 
(OR = 1.40, 95% CI: 1.30, 1.51, I² = 70.4%, P-heterogene-
ity < 0.001) [31, 32].

No publication bias was observed in the association 
rs662799 with MetS (Egger’s test, P = 0.12 and Begg’s test, 
P = 0.21) and rs3135506 with MetS (Egger’s test, P = 0.14 
and Begg’s test, P = 0.12) in dominant model.

Association between other APOA5 SNPs and MetS
After reviewing the included studies, it was discov-
ered that there are other APOA5 variants that may be 
involved in the MetS susceptibility. Two studies showed 
a strong positive association between rs2266788 and the 
risk of MetS [59, 60]. While Ajjemami and colleagues did 
not report any significant association between this vari-
ant and MetS [19]. Since the mentioned studies did not 
provide enough data, it was not possible to perform a 
meta-analysis for this SNP. Flores-Viveros et al. [58], and 
Kisfali et al. [50], investigations have identified rs964184 
and IVS3 + G476A as genetic variants that are associated 
with an increased risk of MetS. However, no significant 

Table 2 Summary of the overall results for APOA5 polymorphisms under the dominant and recessive models
Polymorphisms Studies (n) Participants/ Events (n/n) Meta-analysis Heterogeneity

OR (95%CI) P effect Q statistic P within group I2 (%)
rs662799 (-1131 T > C)
Dominant (TC + CC vs. TT) 24 41,457/19,024 1.42 (1.32, 1.53) < 0.001 83.07 < 0.001 68.7
Recessive (CC vs. TT + TC) 15 32,232/12,930 1.80 (1.65, 1.96) < 0.001 13.26 0.65 0.0
rs3135506 (c56 C > G)
Dominant (CG + GG vs. CC) 8 9509/3876 1.37 (1.21, 1.55) < 0.001 5.18 0.74 0.0
Recessive (GG vs. CC + CG) 4 6997/2415 1.93 (0.97, 3.85) 0.06 1.16 0.88 0.0
rs651821 (− 3 A > G)
Dominant (AG + GG vs. AA 5 11,731/6043 1.50 (1.36, 1.65) < 0.001 5.37 0.25 25.5
Recessive (GG vs. AA + AG) 5 7185/3700 1.82 (1.56, 2.13) < 0.001 2.13 0.71 0.0
rs2075291 (c 553 G > T)
Dominant (GT + TT vs. GG) 3 6548/3511 1.43 (1.14, 1.81) 0.002 3.38 0.18 40.8
Recessive (TT vs. GG + GT) 3 6548/3511 1.17 (0.39, 3.51) 0.78 4.41 0.11 54.7
rs126317 (-12,238 T > C)
Dominant (TC + CC vs. TT) 3 6722/2507 1.08 (0.79, 1.47) 0.64 22.83 < 0.001 86.9
Recessive (CC vs. TC + TT) 3 6722/2507 0.97 (0.70, 1.34) 0.85 19.14 < 0.001 84.3
OR, Odd Ratio; P, P-value; I2, I-squared

All OR values have a 95% confidence interval

Fig. 3 Prevalence of metabolic syndrome associated with rs3135506. The black square and horizontal line represent the study-specific odds ratio (OR) 
and 95% CI, respectively; the area of the black square is proportional to the specific-study weight to the overall meta-analysis. The center of the open 
diamond presents the pooled OR and its width represents the pooled 95% CI. Weights are from random-effects analysis
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association was found between rs17120035, rs9804646, 
rs1729410, or rs633389 and the development of MetS 
[55].

Discussion
Principle findings
The current meta-analysis revealed substantial associa-
tions between certain APOA5 polymorphisms, including 
rs662799 and rs651821, in both dominant and recessive 
models, as well as the dominant models of rs3135506 and 
rs2075291. Studies that investigated the dominant model 
of rs662799 polymorphism showed a slightly more pro-
nounced increase in MetS prevalence among females, 
as did studies that used IDF criteria for MetS defini-
tion. However, the recessive models of rs3135506 and 
rs2075291, as well as both the dominant and recessive 

models of rs126317, did not show any association with 
MetS.

Comparison with previous meta-analyses
The polymorphisms rs662799 and rs3135506 have been 
investigated in previous meta-analyses regarding the 
risk of MetS [23–25]. In these meta-analyses, the men-
tioned SNPs have been shown to be associated with an 
increased risk of MetS, consistent with our findings. 
However, as mentioned previously, these meta-analyses 
had some limitations [23–25]. Firstly, these meta-analy-
ses were published in the past decade [23, 24], and but 16 
studies were published after that [15, 19, 21, 22, 25–36]. 
Secondly, some of these meta-analyses were specifically 
focused on a certain demographic, namely the Afri-
can population [25]. Consequently, the generalizability 

Fig. 4 Prevalence of metabolic syndrome associated with rs651821 (A), rs2075291 (B), rs126317 (C). The black square and horizontal line represent the 
study-specific odds ratio (OR) and 95% CI, respectively; the area of the black square is proportional to the specific-study weight to the overall meta-
analysis. The center of the open diamond presents the pooled OR and its width represents the pooled 95% CI. Weights are from random-effects analysis
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of their findings is restricted. The present work is the 
first meta-analysis to evaluate the relationship between 
other APOA5 SNPs, such as rs651821, rs2075291, and 
rs126317, and the risk of MetS.

Potential underlying mechanisms
The results of our study show that polymorphisms 
located in the promoter area (rs662799 and rs651821) 
and the codon area (rs3135506 and rs2075291) are more 
likely to be linked to MetS susceptibility. APOA5 which 
function as a ligand for TG-rich lipoprotein, is a key reg-
ulator of plasma triglycerides. ApoA5 is a 366 amino acid 
protein primarily synthesized in hepatic cells and plays 
a vital role in lipid metabolism [61, 62]. Even though 
ApoA5 has low concentrations in the blood, its loss can 
impair lipoprotein lipase activity and cause an increase 
in TG levels [61, 62]. In addition, a lack of ApoA5 can 
disrupt the removal of remaining lipoproteins from the 
bloodstream, as it plays a role in assisting LDL recep-
tors and heparan sulfate proteoglycans [61]. As a result, 
APOA5 polymorphism can lead to hypertrigiceridima 
which is proposed as a pivotal mechanism responsible for 
the increased susceptibility to MetS in relation to genetic 
variability at the APOA5 locus.

Although ApoA5 is not expressed in adipose tissue, it 
may still play a role in the accumulation of triglycerides 
in adipocytes [62]. The accumulation of TG in adipo-
cytes can lead to a rise in resistin, TNF-α, and interleu-
kin 6, which can result in insulin resistance [63]. Insulin 
resistance is the main notion behind MetS, and it may be 
responsible for the majority of its components [64].

Hypertension is another component of MetS that 
hypertriglyceridemia can influence it through some pos-
sible mechanisms, including disturbance of the vaso-
dilation mechanisms leading to vascular resistance, 
stimulating aldosterone production, and inducing insulin 
resistance, which is caused by stimulation of the sympa-
thetic nervous system activity and renin–angiotensin sys-
tem [65–68]. APOA5 appears to be directly or indirectly 
involved in most MetS components and has an associa-
tion with the development of MetS.

APOA5 deficiency can exert some influences on obe-
sity, as an additional element of metabolic syndrome. 
Given that APOA1, APOC3, and APOA4 are genes asso-
ciated with obesity and are grouped together in the same 
cluster as APOA5, it is possible that mutations in one 
gene within the cluster may be caused by genetic varia-
tions in another gene [69]. Furthermore, it can potentially 
reduce satiety-related signals and contribute to obesity as 
a result of consuming a large number of calories [70].

The HDL is another component of metabolic syndrome 
that might be affected by ApoA5 loss. The ApoA5 may 
affect HDL levels through TG metabolism, as there is a 
known negative link between triglyceride and HDL-C 

levels [71, 72]. Moreover, ApoA5 protein is a component 
of HDL particles, and its absence might result in unstable 
HDL that is easily eliminated from serum [72]. Further-
more, Apoa5 mutation can result in impaired reverse 
cholesterol transport and abnormal HDL maturation, 
resulting in a decrease in the total amount of HDL [73].

Implications from subgroup analyses
Our findings demonstrated that the rs662799 polymor-
phism is associated with metabolic syndrome (MetS) 
prevalence in both African and East Asian populations 
under the dominant model. The association observed in 
African populations should be interpreted with caution 
due to the limited number of studies (accounting for only 
4% of the overall effect size). Previous meta-analysis have 
confirmed that APOA5 variants increase the risk of MetS 
in East Asian and non-white populations [23]. These dis-
crepancies may be partially explained by factors such as 
differing gene-gene or gene-environment interactions 
[74], linkage disequilibrium patterns, and minor allele 
frequencies of the APOA5 SNPs [74, 75].

We also found a sex-specific association between the 
rs662799 polymorphism and MetS prevalence, with the 
association more evident in female participants. This 
association may be potentially justified by the fact that 
most female participants were in a post-menopausal 
status and did not benefit from exposure to female hor-
mones, especially estrogen, which protects against vis-
ceral fat accumulation, insulin resistance, hypertension, 
and dyslipidemia [77].

The association between the rs662799 polymorphism 
and the prevalence of MetS is also influenced by the 
definition of MetS, with a stronger association observed 
when employing the IDF criteria. The IDF definition 
emphasizes central obesity and employed stricter cut-offs 
for specific MetS components, so the prevalence of MetS 
is typically higher when diagnosed using this definition 
than when using others [78].

Moreover, our results indicated that the associations of 
rs662799 and rs651821 with MetS were slightly stronger 
in the recessive models compared to the dominant mod-
els, indicating that wild-type alleles may be capable of 
partially attenuating the effect of mutant alleles in hetero-
zygous individuals. Wu et al. concluded that the rs662799 
and rs651821 variations are more closely linked to MetS 
when examined under a recessive genetic model than a 
dominant model [35]. It is suggested that if two copies of 
the allele at rs662799 or rs651821 are present, it may have 
a more significant effect on the risk of MetS [35]. Simi-
larly, the results of other studies on rs662799 revealed 
that the concentration of ApoA5 in people with the C/C 
genotype is lower than that with the T/C and T/T geno-
types, therefore, it is assumed that the recessive model 
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has a higher risk of MetS than the dominant model [35, 
79].

Future perspectives
It has been shown that different genes may be associated 
with the MetS developing, and some genes also reinforce 
each other’s effects [80]. Therefore, it is crucial to con-
sider gene-gene interactions to obtain logical and reliable 
outcomes. Aside from the genetic component, environ-
mental interactions, and epigenetic factors could play 
significant roles in the underlying mechanism of MetS 
[35, 81]. Therefore, future studies on the dysregulation of 
epigenetic factors in MetS would provide a deeper insight 
into MetS pathophysiology.

Strengths and limitations
The present meta-analysis has some strengths. This is 
the first comprehensive meta-analysis that investigates 
the majority of APOA5 polymorphisms associated with 
MetS and overcomes the constraints of prior meta-anal-
yses. In addition, the results have been presented based 
on several subgroups in order to explore the source of 
heterogeneity and detect any variables that may affect 
the results of the meta-analysis. Nevertheless, our study, 
like other genetic meta-analyses, had several limitations 
that should be taken into account when interpreting the 
findings of the meta-analysis. Although we analysed the 
majority of the APOA5 SNPs, it is important to acknowl-
edge that the potential effects of gene-gene interac-
tions were not assessed in the current investigation and 
should not be disregarded. For example, the interactions 
between APOA5, BUD13, CETP, and LIPA have been 
reported to be involved in MetS susceptibility [82]. Aside 
from the genetic component, environmental and epigen-
etic factors could play important roles in MetS develop-
ment [35, 83]. While our subgroup analysis examined the 
influence of some environmental variables (BMI, age, sex, 
smoking), the possibility of residual confounding due to 
unmeasured factors, such as diet or physical activity, can-
not be excluded.

Another limitation was the limited number of eligible 
studies investigating rs651821, rs2075201, and rs126317 
polymorphisms, which made it impossible to perform 
subgroup analysis for these variants.

Conclusion
We found that polymorphisms located in the promo-
tor and codon regions of the APOA5 gene, including 
rs662799, rs3135506, rs651821, and rs2075291, were 
associated with increased MetS prevalence. However, 
because the sample size was small and there was evi-
dence of significant heterogeneity for some APOA5 gene 
polymorphisms, these results need to be confirmed by 
more large-scale and well-designed studies.
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